
CHAPTER V

SECnC^ II

Soaae Aspects of the Gragnmar and Phonology of Akawaio aixj Arekuna

Ihe Akawaio and Arekuna languages are very closely related linguistically.

They have so neny . linguistic properties in ccnnon that in marry cases conversations

can 256 carried on between monolingual Akawaios and Arekunas with nea3>-perfect

intelligibility. The linguistic differences between the languages are mainly at the

0K3netic l^vel (i.e. in the sounds used by speakers) but there are some granmatical

differences as well. B^low we present the sounds used in Akawaio and Arekuna. and

also seme of t3ie gramnatical characteristics of these languages^ No attonpt will .

be made in this wDrk to present full linguistic descriptions. Hany details and finer

distinctions will be siqjpressed in the interest of brevity and siiiplicity.

(a) The Sounds of Akawaio and Arekuna

(i) The Vowels
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sounds in Ar^kuna. Akawaio has these latter sounds but neither Akawaio nor Arekuna

his [f]. The presence in Akawaio and the absence in Arekuna of voiced obsts^uents is

one of the mare strildng differences between the languages.

Hii) Word Stress

Ihere is a general tendency for nain stress in Akawaio and Arekuna to fall on -

^ second syllable in two-syllable words. In three-syllable words madn stress tends

to fall on the second syllable and in words of more than three syllsdjles the third

syllable tends to attract primary stress. There are, however, many exceptions to

these tendencies.

Different stress patteiais on the same" string of sounds can change their meaning

e.g.

(Akawaio) kuigwaik - a kind of ant

kupwaik - dart

(Arekuna) inna - we

inna - yes

(Primary or nain stress is shown by the diacritic [ •

] placed ijnuediately. above the

stressed syllable. The urroarked sjfllable has weak stress).

Vowel length can saietimes change the meaning of identical strings of sounds

e.g.

(Akawaio)


